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Abstract: Light field is a representation of full four鄄dimensional radiance of rays in free space. Plenoptic
camera is a kind of system which could obtain light field image. In typical plenoptic camera, the final
spatial resolution of the image is limited by the numbers of the microlens of the array. The focused
plenoptic camera could capture a light field with higher spatial resolution than the traditional approach,
but the directional resolution will be decreased for trading. Two models were set up to emulate the 4D
light field distribution in both the traditional plenoptic camera and the focused plenoptic camera
respectively. The 4D light field images of the two kinds of plenoptic camera were simulated by the
software ZEMAX. The differences of sampling methods of the two kinds of plenoptic camera were
analyzed. A variable focal length microlens array was presumed to be used in plenoptic camera to
implement both focused and unfocused light field imaging. Based on the recorded light field, the
corresponding refocusing process was discussed then. The refocused images at different depth were
calculated. A new method of enhancing the resolution of the refocused images by image fusion and super
resolution theories was presented. A reconstructed all in鄄focus image with resolution of 3 times of
traditional plenoptic camera and same depth of field was achieved finally.
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0 Introduction

A conventional imaging action translates a 3D
scene to its 2D projection. During this imaging
process, the depth information of the scene will be
lost. Recently, researchers have developed a new
imaging system which is referred to as plenoptic
camera. Unlike a conventional camera, plenoptic
camera can record information regarding light field
and achieve a fully 3D photograph by post imaging
processing. Light field image enables many new
potential developments and promising applications,
such as digital refocusing, aberration correction, 3D
display and so on.

The fundamental ideas behind 3D photography can
be traced back to Lippmann忆 s and Ives忆 early 20th
century works. As an application of 3D photography,
plenoptic was proposed by Adelson鄄Wang[1] and implem鄄
ented by Ng[2] . In Ng忆s plenoptic camera model, it
inserts a lens array into a conventional camera to
capture both angular and spatial distribution of light
rays. The spatial resolution of the final image is limited
by the number of the micro lens in the array. After
Ng忆 s plenoptic camera model, Lumsdaine et al.
proposed a focused plenoptic camera model and its
rending method [3 -6], which would have higher spatial
resolution than Ng忆 s, but lower directional resolution
for trading. The problems of the trading off spatial vs.
angular sampling were discussed in[7].

In this paper, a new hybrid plenoptic camera
system which can work both on unfocused mode

(traditional mode) and focused mode is proposed. A
variable focal length microlens array is presumed to
be used in this system. By setting simple adjustment,
the system can capture both unfocused light field
image and focused light field image. This hybrid
plenoptic camera can provide flexible light field
imaging that can be varied between a high spatial
resolution camera and a great refocusing power
camera by choosing of user for different
requirements. Based on the recorded light field data,
the refocused images at different depth in both working
modes are calculated and compared. Finally, an all in鄄
focus image with 3 times spatial resolution of the
traditional light field camera and similar depths of field
is reconstructed by combining a set of images focused
at different depths calculated in both working modes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 1 gives the basic equations of ray
transfer matrices of the unfocused and focused light
field camera separately, and compares the different
sampling modes of them. Section 2 gives the
configuration of a hybrid plenoptic system, and
introduces the work process of the system. A
simulation is accomplished by establishing the hybrid
plenoptic camera in ZEMAX software. The light field
images are simulated and the refocusing images are
computed in both two kinds of working mode. A final
image with both high spatial resolution and large depth
of field is obtained by combining the images achieved
in two working modes. Section 3 concludes this paper
and proposes some possible work in the future.

相机中，最终获得图像的空间分辨率受限于微透镜阵列中透镜的个数。聚焦型光场相机相较于传统光

场相机能够获得更高的空间分辨率，但是以牺牲其角度分辨率作为代价。在 Zemax 中建立了传统光

场相机与将聚焦光场相机的成像模型，仿真获得了两种光场相机的光场图像，分析了两种不同类型光

场相机采样模式的区别。提出将可变焦液体透镜阵列放置在光场相机中，可以同时获得聚焦和非聚焦

两种模式下的光场图像。根据记录的光场信息，讨论了相应的重聚焦方法，计算仿真了在不同景深下

的重聚焦图像，并提出了一种基于图像融合和超分辨率重构的方法来提高重聚焦图像的分辨率，最终

在相同的景深范围内获得了 3 倍于传统光场相机分辨率的重聚焦图像。

关键词院光场相机； 超分辨； 数字重聚焦； 可变焦液体透镜阵列
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1 Ray transfer and simpling pattern

1.1 Unfocused plenoptic camera
An unfocused plenoptic camera is illustrated in

Fig.1, which consists of a main lens and a microlens
array placed in front of a sensor. The distance

Fig.1 Unfocused plenoptic camera

between the main lens and the microlens array is fm,
which is equivalent to the focal length of the main
lens. The distance between the microlens and the
sensor is f, which is the focal length of each
microlens. The main lens is focused at the microlens
plane and the microlenses are focused at optical
infinity. The diameter of each microlens is d.

Without loss of generality, a two鄄dimensional
plane is only discussed. The light field can be
represented by a density function R(u, s), where u is the
position, and s is the direction of the incident ray.
The pair (u, s) can also be rewritten as one vector x.
Since the radiance through optical system is assumed
to be conserved, we have:

R忆(x忆)=R(x) (1)
For any optical transformation A, the rays

transformation is according to x忆=Ax or x=A-1x忆. Then
we have the following for the operation of optical
transformations on radiance:

R忆(x)=R(A-1x) (2)
When an image is captured on a sensor, the

intensity at a given point of the image is the integral
over all directions for the radiance at that point,
which can be represented as:

I(u)=
s
乙 R(u, s)ds (3)

In an unfocused plenoptic camera, rays incident
from the main lens to one microlens, and then
propagate a distance f to the sensor. The radiance at
the microlens plane and at the sensor plane are
represented as Rm and Rs respectively. According to
the Matrix Optics, the process can be written as:

Rm(x)=Rs(A-1x) (4)
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According to the Eq. (4), a pixel on the sensor
samples a single direction in the directional coordinate
and a span of d in the positional coordinate, where
the d is the diameter of each microlens. A microlens
samples one position in the positional coordinate and a
span of d/f in the directional coordinate. The sampling
mode is shown in Fig.2(a).

It can be seen that in an unfocused plenoptic
camera, the directional resolution depends on the
number of the pixels behind one microlens, while the
spatial resolution depends on the number of the
microlenses. Limited by the number of the
microlenses, images rendered by the radiance captured
by the unfocused plenoptic camera have very low
resolution. And this is the biggest drawback for the
unfocused plenoptic camera.

Fig.2 Schematic of sampling patterns of the two kinds of
plenoptic camera

1.2 Focused plenoptic camera
In a focused plenoptic camera, the microlens

array is inserted behind (or in front of) the focal

(a) Sampling pattern in
unfocused plenoptic
camera

(b) Sampling pattern in
focused plenoptic camera
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plane of the main lens at a distance of a, instead of
being put into the location of the main lens忆 focal
plane. And the distance between the microlens and
the sensor is b instead of f, which is the focal length
of each microlens, as shown in Fig.3. The a and b
should satisfy the lens equation, 1/a+1/b=1/f.

Fig.3 Focused plenoptic camera

Without loss of generality, we suppose that the
microlens array is behind the focal plane of the main
lens and b>f. In this case, a real image is captured
on the sensor. The radiance at the focal plane of the
main lens is secondly imaged at the sensor by the
microlens. Suppose the radiance at the focal plane of
the main lens is Rf, and the radiance at the sensor
plane is Rs. According to the Matrix Optics, we have:

Rf(x)=Rs(A-1x) (5)

where A=
1 b
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Consider the Eq. (5), a pixel on the sensor
samples a span of d/a in the direction coordinate and
a single position in the position coordinate. Each
microlens samples a span of da/b in the position
coordinate and a span of d/b in the direction coordinate.
The sampling pattern is shown in Fig.2 (b). Then it can
be seen that the spatial resolution of a focused
plenoptic camera depends on not the number of the
microlenses but the resolution of the microlens image.
In this way, the spatial resolution is enhanced while

the directional resolution is decreased for trading. In
focused plenoptic camera, the different focal plane in
the scene will have different resolution. The best
spatial resolution is increased to b/a times the
resolution of the sensor image, while the angular
resolution is limited in a/b.

2 System configuration and image
rendering

2.1 Configuration of hybrid plenoptic camera
Since the focused plenoptic camera can get

higher spatial resolution while the unfocused plenoptic
camera can get better directional resolution, is there
any way to combine these two patterns and render an
image with both higher spatial and directional
resolution? The main objective here is to design a
hybrid system which can implement both focused and
unfocused light field image capturing.
2.1.1 Variable focal length microlens array

Liquid lens is a novel optical device which can
implement active zooming. It has a very wide
potential application in many fields. There are many
kinds of liquid lens technology[8-11]. Nguyen presented
a method to fabricate a variable focal length liquid
lens by depositing parylene onto the surface of a
liquid in a vacuum [11] . The deposited parylene films
take the form of a soft "skin" encapsulating a liquid
droplet. The focal length of the liquid lens can be
changed by adjusting the voltage added on the lens.
By use of this method, the diameter of the liquid lens
could have a very large range from 20 滋m to 30 mm.
And it can be used to build a varifocal microlens
array conveniently. The schematic of this kind of
varifocal lens array is shown in Fig.4.

By applying this varifocal microlens array, a
hybrid plenoptic camera system is proposed. With
simple adjustment, the system can work both on
unfocused mode and focused mode, and capture both
unfocused light field image and focused light field
image.

Zhang Wei et al: Computer simulation for hybrid plenoptic camera
super-resolution refocusing with focused and unfocused mode 3387
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(a) A array with 1 mm of (b) Relationship between

each lens忆 diameter focal distance change and

applied voltage

Fig.4 Schematic of varifocal microlens array[11]

2.1.2 Hybrid plenoptic camera configuration
The configuration of hybrid penoptic camera is

shown in Fig.5. As shown in Fig.5 (a), the microlens
array is put into the location of the main lens忆 focal
plane. And the distance between the microlens array
and the sensor is fixed as f1, which is the initial focal
length of each microlens. At this time, the system is
working in the unfocused mode just like a traditional
plenoptic camera.

Then the focal length of the varifocal microlens
tunes to f2 and the system turns to the focused mode,
as shown in Fig.5 (b) and (c). Because of the
microlens忆 focal length changing, the sensor is not on
the focal plane of the microlens but at a special
distance of b =f1. For a single microlens, there is a
conjugate distance can be calculated from the lens
equation: 1/a+1/b=1/f2. Then we get:

a= f2b
b-f2

= f2f1
f1-f2

(6)

It can be seen from the Eq. (6) that there is a
plane B忆 (shown as B1忆 in Fig.5(b), and B2忆 in Fig.5(c))
after the microlens array at distance of a is imaged at
the sensor plane, which is conjugate with a plane B
(shown as B1 in Fig.5 (b), and B2 in Fig.5 (c)) in the
objective space through the main lens. We can
interpret this process as following: An object on the B
plane is imaged at B忆 plane (shown as dashes in Fig.5)
by the main lens. Then it is conjugate with the sensor

plane through the microlenses. In the case of f1<f2, as
shown in Fig.5(c), a is negative and B2忆 plane is after
the sensor plane, which means the image created by
the main lens is virtual and is re鄄imaged onto the
sensor by the microlenses. The highest resolution is
achieved on the object plane which is closer to the
main lens compared with the unfocused mode
condition. In the other case: f1>f2, as shown in Fig.5(b),
a is positive and B1忆 plane is in front of the microlens
plane, which means the main lens creates a real
image at this plane. The highest resolution is achieved
on the object plane which is farther from the main
lens compared with the unfocused mode condition.
We choose f1<f2 in the hybrid plenoptic camera model,
because the microlens忆 image will be enlarged and
cause overlap on the condition of f1>f2.

(a) Unfocused mode

(b) Focused mode with f1>f2

(c) Focused mode with f1<f2
Fig.5 Configuration of hybrid penoptic camera

We define to be t he ratio of the two focal
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length, which can be written as =f1/f2. Since f1<f2 in
our hybrid plenoptic camera model, we know that 0<
<1. The highest spatial resolution can be obtained is

(1 - ) times of the resolution of the sensor image.
The depth plane with the highest spatial resolution can
be calculated by the Eq.(7):

Fres=F+ (1- ) f2 (7)

where F is the depth of the microlens plane.
2.2 Image rendering

As the analysis in section 2, rendering for a finite
size aperture image requires integration in the angular
dimension at the same spatial point. In the unfocused
mode, a same spatial point is within a microlens image,
but it is cross microlens images in the focused mode.
For hybrid plenoptic camera, the different depth images
are refocused by shifting and adding the sub鄄aperture
images in the unfocused mode, which also can be
computed in the Fourier domain by Fourier slice
technology[3]. In the focused mode, the different depths
images are reconstructed by selecting different patch
size and averaging together the same spatial point [5].
Because the depth in the focused mode is limited by
a/b, which is equivalent to 1/(1 - ), the extendable
depth of field is smaller than that is in the unfocused
mode. The images refocused at all depths in both
modes create a focal stack of images. Then an all in鄄
focus image can be computed by some algorithms for
extending the depth of field from a set of images
focused at different depths, such as digital
photomontage technology[12]. Notice that before digital
photomontage, each different depth image should be of
the same resolution. We can realize this by
interpolation or down sampling. Since the resolution of
the images computed in the unfocused mode is smaller
than the final reconstructed image, we can use a super鄄
resolution processing on the sub鄄aperture images to get
higher spatial resolution [13-14]. After all this processes,
we get an final image with the spatial resolution as
high as a focused plenoptic but with lager depth of

field. The image rendering process is shown in Fig.6.

Fig.6 Flow chart of image rendering process of
hybrid plenoptic system

2.3 Simulation implementation
To demonstrate the hybrid plenoptic camera

imaging, we implemented the simulation using a
hybrid plenoptic camera established in ZEMAX
software. We design three scenes with a single plane
target at different distance from the main lens. The
first target is a picture of rattle which is put at the
position of the optical focus of the main lens. The
second target is a sunflower toy which is closer to the
main lens than the rattle. And the third target is a toy
car which is farther from the main lens than the
rattle. In the simulation the microlens array consists of
300伊300 circular lenses with pitch of 0.125 mm. The
initial focal length of each microlens is 0.5 mm which
is used in the unfocused mode. The microlens array
locates at the distance of 156.9 mm behind the main
lens. A photosensor with 4 500伊4 500 pixels is placed
at the focal plane of the microlenses. The pixel pitch
is 8.3 滋m, indicating that each microlens covers 15伊
15 pixels behind. Since we don忆t think of the effect of
the aberrations of system here, a perfect lens is used
as the main lens. A summarizing of the overall
parameters in the simulation is shown in Tab.1.

After capturing the light field image in the
unfocused mode, the system is simulated as working
in the focused mode. The objective distance is not
changed in the both working modes. The focal length
of the microlens is varied from f1 to f2.

Zhang Wei et al: Computer simulation for hybrid plenoptic camera
super-resolution refocusing with focused and unfocused mode 3389
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Tab.1 Configuration of the simulated plenoptic
camera and the position of each single
plane target

Figure 7 shows the light field image simulated in
the unfocused mode and its refocusing results, while
Fig.8 shows the image simulated in the focused mode
and its refocusing results. Fig.8(b) is calculated based
on the basic rendering algorithm [6]. From Fig.7 (c), it
can be seen that the refocusing results of the three
targets are of low resolution. But they are as clear as
each other. On the contrary, it can be seen from
Fig.8 (b) that the sunflower toy is much clearer than
the rattle and the toy car. Especially the toy car is

(a) 4-D light field image captured by the system

(b) Amplified images of the areas in the red box of (a)

(c) Refocusing results calculated by Fourier slice technology

Fig.7 Simulated results in the unfocused mode

(a) 4-D light field image captured by the system

(b) Refocusing results calculated based on
the basic rendering algorithm

Fig.8 Simulated results in the focused mode

Sunflower toy 1148 mm

Toy car 1470 mm

Main lens
Focal length 140 mm

F# 4

Microlens array

Focal length f1 0.5 mm

Focal length f2 0.625 mm

=f1/f2 0.8

Diameter 0.125 mm

Number 300伊300

Sensor
Pixel size 8.3 滋m

Pixel number 4 500伊4 500

Parameter ValueItem

Objective distance
Rattle 1300 mm
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almost can't be recognized. It means that the
resolution is much sensitive to the depth of field in
the focused mode.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the two
refocusing images and a final image combined by
them. In order to compare these two refocusing
results, we computed the images with same pixels
900伊900, which is the best resolution in the focused
mode. Since we only use three single plane targets in
the simulation, the final image with all depths of field
can be obtained by choosing the better one in the
refocusing results of the three targets computed in the
two kinds of working mode, and combining them
directly. But in an actual scene, it is impossible to
combine those images by such a simple way. Some
algorithms such as digital photomontage should be used
to reconstruct the final image. It can be seen from
Fig.9 (c) that the final reconstructed image has both
higher spatial resolution and larger depths of field.

(a) Bilinearly interpolated refocusing image calculated

in the unfocused mode

(b) Refocusing image computed in the focused mode

(c) Final reconstructed image

Fig.9 Refocusing images of the two working modes and the final

image combined by them

3 Conclusion

Plenoptic cameras can record 4 -D light field
information that can be used in digital refocusing,
depth field extending, aberration correction, and 3-D
display 噎 There are two kinds of plenoptic camera
which are unfocused(traditional) and focused plenoptic
camera. The sampling modes of the two kinds of
plenoptic camera are different. The unfocused
plenoptic camera has high directional resolution but
low spatial resolution; on the contrary, the focused
light field camera has high spatial resolution but low
directional resolution. In this paper, a way to build a
hybrid plenoptic camera by application of variable
focal length microlens array is presented. The focal
length of each microlens can be varied by adjusting
the voltage added on them. By changing the focal
length of the microlens, the hybrid plenoptic camera
can work in both unfocused and focused mode. This
hybrid plenoptic has many advantages. It provides a
flexible light field imaging application that can be
varied between a camera with higher spatial resolution
and a camera with greater refocusing power, which
can be chosen by user for different cases. And it also
provides a way to render images from light field
information with both high spatial and directional
resolution. We simulate a way to reconstruct an image

Zhang Wei et al: Computer simulation for hybrid plenoptic camera
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whose spatial resolution is 3 times of the number of
the microlens, which is the limitation of the spatial
resolution in unfocused mode, and the depth of field
is larger than the image rendered only in the focused
mode. A prototype of the hybrid plenoptic camera will
be built soon after.

In this paper, the image rendering process is
separated during the two kinds of working mode. The
final image is achieved by combining the better results
of the single depth images stacks obtained by the two
separated process. But the algorithm of how to
reconstruct the final image between the two 4-D light
field imaging should be studied in the future work.
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